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We discuss decays in which neutral weak interaction effects may be observed. We 
concentrate on pseudo scalar meson decays, including P -+ 2+2-, decays involving !IV 
and 7) -+ rr02+2-. We also discuss vector and true scalar meson decays and baryon decays. 
Our conclusion is that it is difficult, but not impossible, to deduce the form of the neu
tral weak interactions from measurements on particle decays. 

1. General introduction 

Neutral weak interactions have now been observed experimentally in vN and ve 
scattering. It is important to study their form to see, for example, whether they can 
be described by current-current Lagrangians, and combined with charged weak cur
rents and electromagnetism in a gauge theory. Data on vN and ve interactions can
not, however, distinguish between a wide variety of possible combinations of Dirac 
interactions [1]. Other sources of information are therefore desirable. 

Stellar [2] and atomic [3] effects have been considered, but any results are marr
ed by the difficulties of the ancillary physics. The weak correction to the muon g
factor is expected to be only about 1 % of the magnitude of the hadronic corrections 
[4]. Atomic effects are quite promising, and have shown [5] that CPviolation is ab
sent to 10-3 GF , but any results which are obtained in this manner may hold only 
at very low energies. 

All present data is consistent with the Weinberg-Salam model and sin2 Ow = 0.35 
[6]. We shall often give the predictions of this theory below. 

In the present paper, we consider whatcan be learned about neutral weak inter
actions (NWI) from a study of particle decays . 

* Present address: St. John's College, Oxford. 
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2. Pseudoscalar meson decays. General 

In any SU(N) scheme, if the only internal quantum number which NWI can 
change is isospin, then there will be no decays involving single charged mesons which 
proceed purely by NWI. It is, however, by no means proven that !::.C = a (C denotes 
charm) in NWI. We discuss some implications of !::.C =1= a NWI in sub sect. 6.4. There 
can, of course, be NWI parts in various charged-current decays: these are considered 
in subsect. 6.3. 

Probably the most promising pseudoscalar meson decays in which to detect NWI 
are those of 77 and 1To. We list the experimentally more accessible of these, together 
with experimental limits on their branching ratios, and the sections in which we shall 
discuss them: (P denotes 1TO or 77 and Q± , e± or J.l). 

Decay Experimental limit Ref. Section 

P~VlJ 4.2 
1TO ~ e+e- < 8 X 10- 6 [7] 3 
77~e+e- < 3 X 10- 4 [7] 3 
77~J.tJ.1- (2.2 ± 0.8) X 10-5 [8] 3 
1To ~re+e- (1.17 ± 0.05) X 10- 2 [8] 6.1 
1TO ~ rrr < 5 X 10- 6 [8] 6.1 
77 ~ re+e- (2 ± 0.5) X 10- 3 [9] 6.1 
77~rJ.1+J.1- 6.1 
P ~ rVlJ 4.3 
77 ~ 1Toe+e- < 4 .5 X 10- 5 [9] 5 
77~1T°J.1+J.1- < 5 X 10- 4 [8] 5 
77 ~ 1TOVlJ 4.4 
P ~ Q+Q - VlJ 4.5 

The decays of 77r) and 77'(958) could also furnish information on NWI, but we do 
not expect production of sufficient numbers of these in the foreseeable future to 
allow measurements of rare decay modes, and so we do not consider them in detail. 

NWI effects might also be detectable in P ~ rr (see sub sect. 6.1) and in P ~ ha
drons (see sub sect. 6.4). The production reactions e+e- ~ P could also be helpful. 
These we discuss in subsect. 3.5. 

3. Pseudoscalar meson decays to charged lepton pairs 

3.1. Introduction 

Gauge invariance forbids one-photon intermediate states in P ~ Q+Q-; the largest 
electromagnetic contributions are of order o? . Thus NWI may be detectable here . 
In the past KO ~ J.1 + J.1 - has been studied extensively [10] , and stringent bounds set 

. ' 
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on the strength of /:,.S =1= 0 NWI. The analysis of KO --> p + p- differs from that for 
P --> Q+ Q- since it has no electromagnetic component (except through higher-order 
weak interactions). 

Experimentally, the only decay P --> Q+ Q- to have been observed is 7] --> p + p-, 

and this in only one experiment [11] with few events. Measurements of TTO --> e + e
are currently being attempted [12] which should be sensitive to B ~ 5 X 10- 8 , close 
to the theoretical lower bound . We find that pseudoscalar NWI could probably be 
detected if they occur in TTO --> e + e - . 

3.2. The matrix element 

In order to treat the NWI component Of P --> Q+ Q- , we ignore the neutral weak 
intermediate boson (Z) propagator and assume a general local first-order interaction. 
Thus 

P=P p=p 'L,=p+p 
Q- , Q+ ' , 

(3.1) 

reducing to 

Mw = u(P)[S - 2Aml s + n /s ] v(P) , 

(3 .2) 

The dimensions of the coupling constants are such as to be directly comparable 
with charged current ones: [S] = [1] , [V] = [m - l] = [GFfn] , and so on. There is 
no loop momentum integration in Mw so we need know the 7T weak form factor 
only on its mass shell . CP invariance implies S = O. 

An interesting test of CP invariance could be achieved by observing the electron 
asymmetries from the decays of p± in 7]--> p+p- . Lee's model [13], however, predicts 
CP (and P) violation in Higgs' particle interactions, and thus CP violation here. In
'variance under CP demands a I So final state, and, assuming no final-state interac
tions , violation of this symmetry would be manifest [46] in (a + X a _ . P> =1= 0 or 
in (all' PIl> =1= O. There can be no P violation (a signal for NWI) tt,ithoJt CP violation. 
Nevertheless , net lepton helicities could be an important effect if scalar interactions 
take part in the decay . CPT invariance provides no useful constraints in these proces
ses . 

The II intermediate state in P --> Q+Q- has been discussed by a number of authors ; 
a clear survey is given by Quigg and Jackson [14]. They take (Ppw model) 

I'.lI.llvak k JE III. 21l e l Ve2a 
M(P --> n)= , 

i[kj + m~] [k~ + m~] 
(3.3) 
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where k j and ej are the photon momenta and polarizations and my is the mass of the 
vector meson which is assumed to saturate them. This yields (M is the pseudoscalar 
meson mass, m the l~pton mass) 

(3.4) 

M= U(P) [8'Ys + C'Ys] v(P) , (3.5) 

where 8'Ys is the 'Y'Y intermediate state component [14] 

and k the photon loop momentum, I: the pseudoscalar meson momentum, and P 
and P the lepton and antilepton momenta. We work in the frame 1; = O. k is the 
photon loop momentum. The weak component is 

C'Ys = (n - 2mAITs . (3 .7) 

In helicity representation, 

M _ = (41TfCY. m 1+ MC)(- ll -I/2o _ 
'A'A M 'A'A' 

(3.8) 

where Y is the absorptive part, X the dispersive part of the pure electromagnetic 
contribution. Hence 

+ amvr:;; Re[(Y+iX)C] +MICI2} G _ 4m2] 1/2 
2..;;M 81T L M2 

(3.9) 

The first term is pure electromagnetic, the third pure weak , and the second an inter
ference term. We discuss numerical estimates in subsect. 3.4. We find that for many 
values of C, the interference term tends to be the smallest, since it involves a lepton 
mass factor relative to the pure weak term. 

Since we have assumed m~ ~ M2 , the Z in P ~ Q+Q- must be off-shell, and thus 
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contributes only to the dispersive part of the amplitude. The rate (3.9) is given by 

(3.10) 

The form of this expression requires an accurate knowledge of X, since any NWI can 
always be confused with errors in this quantity. The value of Y is nearly model-inde 
pendent, since A(P -7 'Y'Y) is known, but the calculation of X necessitates a knowledge 
of the off-shell behaviour A(P -7 'Yv'Yv). We discuss these in the appendix. 

3.3. Modifications to the matrix element 

We discuss in appendix A.1 the effect of the 7T7T'Y intermediate state on Y in the 
case P = 77. Other decay products need not be considered, since they contribute to Y 
only at higher orders in a. The 'Y'Y'Y intermediate state is forbidden by C invariance. 
We shall discuss P -7 'Y'Y'Y in sub sect. 6.1. The 'Y'Y'Y'Y and W+W- intermediate states 
may safely be ignored. 

The Higgs scalar boson (¢) could lead to an interesting term. It appears in any 
theory in which the Higgs mechanism is used to break the gauge symmetry. This 
may also be achieved with quantum corrections to the classical potential (requiring 
no physical Higgs particle). The coupling of a single ¢ to other particles is given gen
erally by 

(3.11 ) 

where A, /1 denote particle types. 
For A =1= /1, a non-ghost ¢ can, in principle, be charged. It should then, however, 

contribute significantly to weak semileptonic decays, allowing a stringent bound to 
be put on its mass. We shall not do this here, since we know of no convincing models 
which involve a charged ¢. 

For A = /1, CP invariance constrains a = 0 or ~ = O. Choosing a =1= 0 allows a pseudo
scalar ¢ to contribute to pseudoscalar meson decays at first order. It is possible to 
construct models in which this occurs. A scalar ¢, however, cannot affect fC = 0-+ 
meson decays, simply because of CP invariance. This is the case in the Weinberg
Salam model. We shall discuss the role of ¢ further in subsect. 6.5 __ 

3.4. Numerical estimates 

Since the weak component of r (p -7 Q+Q- ) is purely dispersive, it cannot reduce 
any of the unitarity limits for these decays (values of (3.1 0) for X = 0): 
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B(1T0 -+e+e- »4.78X 10-8 , 

B('T}-+e+e-» 1.72 X 10-9 , 

B(T/-+}1+}1-»4.2X 10- 6 , 

B(T/' (958) -+ }1 + }1- )"?' 1.2 X 10- 7 , 

B(T/~(3450) -+ }1 + }1-) > 10-6 B(T/~(3450) -+ n) . (3 .12) 

Experimental violation of any of these bounds does not appear to be comprehensible 
in the framework of present theory. It would require both that CP is violated, and 
that the decaying meson is not an eigenstate of CP (as in the KO case), in contradic
tion with, for example, the quark model. 

The model which we have assumed above leads to X(1TO -+ e+ e- ) ~ 3 .3, a value 
rather insensitive to my, which is satisfactory. We also obtain X(T/ -+}1+ }1-) ~ 2.3 , 
X(T/ -+ e+e-) ~ 9. Ignoring NWI, we than have 

B(1TO -+ e+e-) = 6.2 X 10- 8 , 

B(T/-+e+e-) = 4.4 X 10-9 , 

B(T/ -+ }1+}1-) = 1.2 X 10- 5 , 

B('T}'(958)-+}1+}1-)=4 X 10- 7 , 

B(T/~(3450) -+ e+e- ) ~ 10- 9 B(T/~(3450) -+ n) , 

B(T/~(3450) -+ }1+}1-) = 6 X 10- 6 B(T/~(3450) -+ 1'1') . 

(3.13) 

(3 .14) 

Experimental information on these decays (given in sect. 2) is so far rather scanty, 
and so no good bounds on the strength of the NWI can be obtained: T/ -+ }1 +}1- -
yields*C~3X 1O-5 ; 1T°-+e+e- ,C~4X 1O-6 ; T/-+e+e- ,C~7X 10-4 . We 
should not, however, ignore weak corrections especially in 1To -+ e + e - and T/ -+ e + e - : 
both need only C ~ 10- 7 for weak and electromagnetic components to be compa
rable. Such a value (~ GFM2 ~ GFf~) would be expected for pseudoscalar NWI. 
Fig. 1 contains a plot of B(1To -+ e+e-) against C. 

A measurement of B(T/ -+}1+ }1-)/B(T/ -+ e+e-) == R could yield much information 
on both electromagnetic and weak components in these decays. The P pw model 
predicts R ~ 1200 for my = mp increasing by ~20% when my = 1000 MeV. Setting 

* We assume the values given above for the electromagnetic components. 
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Fig. 1. Graph of B(nO -> e + e -) against the dimensionless weak coupling constant C. The upper 
full curve is for C > 0, the lower one for C < O. 

C = 10-7 , however, yields" R ~ 1050;R is quite sensitive to NWI. 
1To -+ e+e- is an isovector interaction, 'T/ -+ /1+/1- an isoscalar one. Since vector 

NWI cannot contribute to P -+ Q+Q-, the Weinberg-Salam model predicts C('T/ -+ 

/1+/1-) = 0 and C(1To -+ e+e-) = - 2GFfnm ~ - 2GFMm.1f this is the correct coupl
ing constant, then we cannot expect to detect its presence in any conceivable experi
ment. 

It is difficult to reconcile the theory (see ref. [16] for an exception) with the ex
perimental value of B('T/ -+ /1+ /1-). It could be explained by setting C ~ 10-5 , but 
this would imply B( 1To -+ e + e -) ~ 10-4 (if Cisoscalar ~ Cisovector)' It could also be 
explained by setting mv ~ 1000-2000 MeV in 'T/ -+ /1+/1-. Such a value of mv would 
lead to B(1To -+ e+ e-) ~ 5 X 10-7 . We note, however, that standard form factor 
measurements indicate mv ~ 800 MeV in the 1TO case . 

. 3.5. The inverse process 

e+e- -+ P may also provide information on NWI. We have simply 

reP -+ e+e-) 
a(e+e- -+ P) = 41T , 

(s - M2)2 + M2rrot(P) , 
(3.15) 

* We assume J.l.e universality for NWI, although this is not yet well-established from other data. 
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which leads to 

(3.16) 

This yields 

Ja(e+e-~1TO)"""3X 1O- 14 mb=3X 10-41 cm2 , (3.17) 

i.e. not completely unobservable. Experimentally this process will be difficult to de
tect, but by polarizing colliding beams, it might be possible to enhance it over one
photon processes sufficiently to allow detection. Background from e+ e- ~ e+ e-P 
could prove troublesome, however. 

4. Decays involving vv 

4.1. Introduction 

The IlV system is thought to interact solely by NWI (except by "IW+W- couplings 
at the :s; 10-7 level), and thus it provides a good method for studying NWI. We 
find also, surprisingly, that the decays are often experimentally accessible. 

4.2. Decays of the form P ~ vv 

In usual models, these decays cannot occur, since V, A and T couplings cannot 
contribute. There is no reason to believe, however, that v is intrinsically left-handed 
[15] . The fact that it has appeared so in many experiments may simply be a manifes
tation of the fact that only charged-current weak interactions have been observed in 
detail, and it is known that j:ptonic contains (1 - "15) which serves to project out a 
single helicity state. Let us assume that the apparent chirality of neutrinos is an ac
cident arising from the form of the charged weak current. Thus P or S NWI would 
lead to B(P ~ vv) =1= O. 

By the very nature of the mass-generating terms associated with the Higgs' mecha
nism, at least in models similar to that of Weinberg and Salam, ¢ cannot contribute 
to P ~ vv since it couples to the trace of energy-momentum tensor of the fundamen
tal fermion fields, i.e. to m~ = O. This means that such a contribution would also be 
absent from vX quasielastic scattering. 

In the (somewhat unlikely) event that only pseudoscalar NWI exist, 

(4.1) 

.. . 
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where n is the number of massless types of neutrino coupling through NWI. Letting 
11 = f;C}, n = 2 we obtain 

B(rro ~ IlV) ~ 3 X 10-8 , 

B('ry ~ IlV) ~ 10- 10 . 

There is, however, little reason to take such a small value for 11 . 
The process 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

has been suggested [15] as a possible one in which to detect helicity-flipping NWI. 
Another might be 

(s ~m~'). (4.4) 

The "f would be monochromatic and, with high hadron detection efficiency, this de
cay may be detectable *. The process 

P~IlVIlV , (4.5) 

is experimentally indistinguishable from P ~ IlV, and it should occur in the Weinberg
Salam model - but with B ~ 10-24 . 

4.3. Decays of the form P ~ "fIlV 

P ~ "fIlV is very similar in structure to P ~ "f"f. In the latter, we take the photons 
to be dominated by vector mesons; in the former, the "f and virtual Z also to be dom
inated by mesons (fig. 2). The quantum numbers ofM (which saturates the Z) de
pend on the model considered. In the Weinberg-Salam model, for example, M could 
be a vector meson (such as p, W, ¢ ... ), or an axial vector one * * (such as AI). It 
could not, however, be an isoscalar f = 1 + meson (such as D(l285)). In a pseudo-

* If x is a scalar, rather than pseudoscalar state, then this process measures S, rather than n, if 
CP invariance holds. 

* * It cannot be scalar/pseudoscalar, since such particles cannot decay to Vl) in the Weinberg
Salam model. 
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p 

v 

Fig. 2. Diagram for the process P ~ 'Yvv in a meson dominance approach. 

scalar model *, M could be any fPC = 0-+ meson. 
In comparing P ~ !'vv with P ~ Q+V12!', which has been calculated by several au

thors [16] there is some difficulty associated with lepton mass singularities, but we 
obtain 

(4.6) 

In the Weinberg-Salam model, this yields ** B(no ~ !,vv)~ 3 X 10-13. A pseudoscalar 
model might give B(no ~ !,vv) ~ 10- 13 , a tensor one B(no ~ !,vv) ~ 10- 11, (taking 
T~GF)' 

4.4. The decay 77 ~ nOvv 

The decay 77 ~ nOv v allows a rather clean study of the isovector NWI to be made. 
Regardless ofits branching ratio, it will be difficult to detect experimentally, primari
ly because it is hard to know whether the initial particles was an 77 without analysing 
most of its decay products. One method of circumventing this problem might be to 
use n+n ~ P77 either in the N(1535) region, or near threshold , and to analyse the 
proton momentum to check that the recoiling mass was indeed m1]' Then by increas
ing the photon detection efficiency, nO!,!, and 3no decays could be rejected. 

* A scalar Z would give no contribution to this decay. 
** We take account of the vector mesons by a factor 0.17 in the matrix element deduced from 

B(rrO ~ 'Y'Y). There is a slight ambiguity in the factor by which GF must be multiplied to ren
der it dimensionless. We use the v~ctor meson rather than the rrO mass here. 
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2 ·c 
" >- V,A ~ 
B \ 
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"0"0 

100 200 300 

ETt (MeV) 

Fig. 3. Graph of dr(T) ~ rrvv) /dErr for various coupling types. The curves are normalised to the 
same rtot . 

We now write a general local matrix element for T/ -+ 1TOVI) [17] : 

with 

+ r' (P - P)y 5 A] v(P) , 

W=~(1V12 + IAI2)(E2 - J.L2)+t(lnI 2 + ISI 2)(p2 /M2) 

+ i(ITI 2 + IAI2)(E2 _ J.L2)p2 , 

and p2 = J.L2 + M2 - 2ME. 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

dr/de is given for various NWI in fig. 3. We have assumed that the coupling can· 
stants (form factors) are independent of E. This appears to be roughly correct for 
most meson decays *. We note the absence of interference terms in (4.9) : these are 
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all proportional to the lepton mass. Integrating (4.8), we obtain 

Coupling B (£) (£2 _ £)2)1/2 

type (MeV) (MeV) 

S 71S1 2 189 28 
V 4 X 106 1V1 2 250 42 
T 2 X 10 1O lTI 2 210 30 
A 4X 106 1AI 2 250 42 
PS 71n1 2 189 29 
PT 2 X 101O lAI2 210 30 (4.10) 

We may take T) ~ 7[°VlJ to proceed through the diagram of fig. 4. M must have pc = 
1- +, natural parity. In the Weinberg-Salam model, M must be * J = 1 and preferen
tially P = - . Such particles are not expected in quark models, and none are known 
to exist [8] . Removing the restriction J = 1,0(970) and A2 (1310) are candidates 
for M. Vector-meson dominance may not be a reasonable approximation in this de
cay (see subsect. 6.2). The largest alternative diagram contains an electromagnetic 
tadpole (exchange of a photon between quarks). In either of these models, we ex
pect B ~ 10-11 . For S, PS, B ~ 10- 9 ~ 10-1°, for T, PT, ~1O- 12. 

4.5. Decays of the form P ~ Q+Q- VlJ 

P ~ Q+ Q- VlJ is structurally similar to P ~ 'YVlJ; the difference is simply that the 'Y 

is internally converted. The standard formulae [18] can thus be applied. The largest 
resul t is 

(4.11 ) 

yielding B ~ 10- 16 in the Weinberg-Salam model, and roughly the same for n, T, 
A. The process will also be very difficult to detect experimentally: its only difference 
from P ~ Q+Q - 'Y is that the differential width is even more strongly at small values 
of the dilepton invariant mass. 

There are two possible methods to detect NWI in T) ~ 7[0Q+Q-. The first is to ob
serve parity violation, and the second to measure the weak corrections to dr/dErr . 

'" 

We discuss these in turn. "" 

* J = 0 mesons cannot decay to vv in this model. 
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Fig. 4 . Diagram for the process 1'/ -+ nOvv. 

We shall neglect final-state interactions in 1) -+ 1TOQ+Q-. Q+Q- energy asymmetries 
can occur only in the presence of C, T violation and final state interactions [19,20] 
if CPT invariance holds. The possible correlations are then [20] (J is some spin vec
tor , PI some momentum): 

Correlation 

(1)(J-P 
(2)(J-P1 XP2 
(3)P1-P2 XP3 

Symmetries violated 

P 
T 
T (5.1) 

(3) must be zero, since the momenta are coplanar in this case_ (1) may be measurable 
in the case Q = /1, by analysing the decay electron momentum to find the polariza
tion *. These asymmetries may occur at the ;(: 0.1 % level in the Weinberg-Salam 
model. 

1) -+ 1TQ+ Q- is thought to proceed mainly by a II intermediate state **. Llewellyn 
Smith [21] obtainsB(1) -+ 1Toe+e-) ~ 7 X 10- 10 but uses a Lagrangian which forces 
e+e- to be in an S-wave, and thus suppresses the rate by a factor ofmr Cheng [22] 

considers various vector meson dominance models, and concludes that B(1) -+ 1Tue+ e':" ) 
~ 10- 8 . We give his dr/dE in fig. 5_ Fig. 3 gives dr(1) -+ 1ToVV)/dEn ~ dr w(1)-+ 
1Toe + e-)/dEn . We note that non-vector NWI would modify the tail of dr(1) -+ 
1Toe+e- )/dEn . 

Our analysis for the NWI mechanism in 1) -+ 1Toe+e- follows closely that in sub sect. 
4.4 for 1) -+ 1TOVV. Now JM = 0 is not forbidden but merely suppressed by me. In the 
Weinberg-Salam model, we obtain B(pure weak) ~ 10- 11 and B(weak-electromagne
tic interference) ~ 5 X 10-1°, and slightly more for tensor NWI. Probably, no 1) -+ 
1Toe+e- decay has been observed, and the present limit isB < 4.5 X 10- 5 [23]. 

The ~lectromagnetic part of B(T! -+ 1TO /1+/1- ) has never been calculated: from 

* We note that this should be the only use made of Pe; it cannot be P in (1) , for example, since 
J.l decay is a final-state interaction, and our conclusions only hold in their absence. 

** C invariance forbids a I/' contribution. 
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100 200 300 

En (M~V) 

Fig. 5 . Graph of dr(l1 -> rre + e -)/dErr for a purely two-photon mechanism [22] . 

Llewellyn Smith's results we obtain B ~ 10- 5 . No such estimate is possible in Cheng's 
model from existing calculations, since he takes me = O. Experimentally B < 5 X 
10-4 [24] - not far above the theoretical estimate. NWI contributior.s will tend to 
be suppressed in n -4- 7TO P + p- compared to n -4- 7T0 e + e- . We obtain B(weak-electro
magnetic) ~ 10- 8 . 

We expectB(n' -4- ne+e- ) ~ 10- 10 MeV/rtot,B(n' -4-7TOe+e-) ~ 5 X 10- 10 

MeV/rtot ' The present experimental bounds are [10] < 1.1 % and < 1.3% respec
tively. 

6. Other meson decays 

6.1. Photon and Dalitz decays 

In close analogy with P -4- Q+ Q- , any net circular photon polarization in P -4- 'Y'Y is 
a signal of CP violation or of final-state interactions' (thought to be absent in Yang
Mills' theories). In the presence of P, S interactions, this could be as large as 10- 3. 

In P -4- 'YQ+ Q- , (oQ' PQ) may well be ~O.l %, and possibly detectable in the case Q = p, 

P = n, as [18] B(n -4- p+ P- 'Y) ~ 5 X 10-4 , although this decay has not yet been ob
served [8] . 

Perhaps the most interesting meson photon decay is P --+ 'Y'Y'Y. This is forbidden 
by C (but not CP) invariance, and its occurrence would be a signal of NWI or electro
magnetic C violation . The dominant diagram would probably be fig. 6. For V, A, 
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p 

y 

Fig. 6 . Diagram for the process P -> "tTY by NWI. 

NWI, Yang's theorem [26] , which we generalize in subsect. 6.6, breaks down * since 
the virtual Z has i:I scalar component which can decay to "0, so long as NWI violate 
C. In a Yang-Mills' theory, there is no direct Z-y-y coupling; the lowest-order process 
involves a virtual fermion loop , yielding B ~ 10- 16 * * . If , however, Z is pseudo scalar 
then the process is allowed (the Z-y-y coupling will probably be electromagnetic; c.f. 
-yW+W- ) and we expect B ~ 10- 8 ***. 

6.2. Decays to hadrons 

The first form of decay which we consider here is pseudoscalar meson ~ mesons. 
No decay of this type is fundamentally pure P, C violating; 7) ~ 1T+ 1T- [27], for ex
ample, violates CPo 7) ~ 1T0 1T+1T- has been considered as a possible decay in which to 
detect electromagnetic C-violation [19] ; here we discuss its use as a signal for NWI. 
The conventional [28] diagram for 7) ~ 1TO 1T + 1T - is that of fig. 7; i.e. involving an 
electromagnetic tadpole. The NWI contribution would probably consist of a Z tad
pole, so that either a JP = 0- or 0+ meson could occur in place of the virtual1To. 
However , a JP = 0+ meson cannot decay to 31T (c.f. the T-() paradox), and so we 
.must assume that any NWI C-violation is a result of an admixture of a C = - meson, 
which is not allowed in quark models . Ignoring this suppression, we may make the 

* Formally, this is because the assumption that a Lorentz transformation may be made to the 
Z rest frame, fails. 

** Alternatively all the photons migh t come from a virtual quark loop with a W± or Z inside, 
but this again givesB ~ 10- 16 . 

*** It is difficult to estimate the PVM coupling required here; we have used p -> 7T7T for this pur
pose. 
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11 

Fig. 7. Diagram s for 1) -> 7r1rTr in composite and constituent models. 

naive estimate 

N(E + > E _ ) - N(E + < E _) 
_ 1r 1T 1T 1T """ - 5 

A - N(E + >E _ )+N(E + <E _) 10 
1T 1T rr 1T 

(6.1) 

Experimentally , A = (1.2 ± 1.7) X 10- 3 [8]. 
Another possible form of decay is pseudoscalar meson 4 mesons + lepton pair. 

Examples of this are 

+ --
1) 4 rr rr vv, 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

The decay (6 .2) occurs electromagnetically with [29] B ~ 3.3 X 10- 4 . For (6.3) we 
estimate B ~ 10- 15 , and for (6.4): B2'Y ~ 10- 9 and BNW1 ~ B2'Y' 

6.3. Charged meson decay 

p± 4 Q±ve+e- occurs primarily as an electromagnetic correction to the weak de
cay p 4 Q±v, with [30] B(rr± 4 e± ve+ e-) ~ 4 X 10- 10 and B(rr± 4 J./ ve+ e- ) ~ 3 X 
10- 6 . Even weak-electromagnetic interference effects will occur only at the ~1O- 8 
level, resulting in, for example, (0' Pe) =1= O. 

K+ 4 J.1 +vvv has been searched for [31] (as a test for strong VV interactions) . One 
may estimate B ~ 10- 15 for charged-current weak interactions and ~1O- 14 for 
NWI. 

6.4. Charmed particle decays 

In the Weinberg-Salam-Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maiani model, charm-changing NWI 
are absent, simply in analogy with the absence of strangeness-changing NWI. Detec-

.. 
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tion or failure to detect f::.C"* 0 NWI at the level expected would thus put stringent 
constraints on weak interaction models. The best decay in which to achieve this ap
pears to be 

(6.5) 

There is assumed to be no electromagnetic competition here. 

6.5. Scalar meson decays 

The only f = 0+ meson decay which isinteresting from the point of view of 
NWI, and which differs significantly from the analogous f = 0- meson decay is 
S ~ Q+ Q-. Here only scalar NWI may contribute in the limit of CP invariance *. In 
the Weinberg-Salam model, therefore, the only non-electromagnetic possible inter
mediate state is ¢. One finds [32] 

(xx I¢> = -.!L ell 
2mw Il' 

(6.6) 

where x is a fundamental fermion field whose mass arises from Higgs' mechanism, 
and e~ is the trace of the stress-energy tensor. The x may be either a quark field or 
a meson field. We find 

(Q == J.1.) 
mq GeV- 1 

(Q == e) 
(6.7) 

leading to a contribution :::;10-2 times the electromagnetic one, i.e. unobservably 
small . There do exist other models in which either the quark masses are very large 
or a second ¢ is introduced [33] , which would lead to a larger weak component in 
S ~ Q+Q-, but we deem these unlikely. 

Experimentally, the existence of ordinary scalar mesgns is still in doubt [34], 
but the 0++ state in t/;' ~ 'YX may have a measurable Q+Q- branching ratio, since it 
probably contains rather heavy quarks. 

6.6. Vector meson decays 

There exist a number of vector meson decays which could furnish information 
on NWI. Isgur [35] has analysed t/; ~ J.1.+J.1.-, and we have nothing to add. t/; ~ vv 
has been discussed by Rich and Winn [36]. Using a free quark model, they obtain 
B(t/; ~ vv) ~ 1.5 X 10- 5 . Generally, B(t/; ~ vv) ~ 3 X 103C2 n, where C is a dimen
sionless NWI coupling constant ~~ sin2ewCFM~ in the Weinberg-Salam model, and 

* The electromagnetic ('Y'Y) contribution is an effective scalar. 
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n is the number of massless neutrino types. Rich and Winn conclude that 

t/J' -+ t/Jmr 

L vv, (6.8) 

could be observed in e + e - colliding beams. 
Yang [26] has shown that the decay of a J = 1 particle to 'Y'Y is forbidden by P 

invariance. It is easy to show *, however, that this is also forbidden by gauge invari
ance and Bose statistics, and so we will never observe a decay such as t/J -+ 'Y'Y even in 
the presence of P, C violating NWI. 

7. Baryon decays 

If no t:.S -:/= 0 or t:.C -:/= 0 NWI exist, then the only JP = ! + baryon decays in which 
NWI effects might be visible are 

~o -+ Ae+e- , (7.1) 

~o -+ Aliv , (7 .2) 

and possibly 

~o -+ A'Y . (7.3) 

The decay (7.1) has been discussed in ref. [35], where a value of~lO-s -+ 10-3 is 
obtained for the A polarization in the Weinberg-Salam model. This could be increased 
by about an order of magnitude in non-vector theories. 

The energy spectrum [37] of ~o -+ Aliv is given in fig. 8 and 

A 
x=

V' 
(7.4) 

This yields B > 10- 11 and perhaps ~10-8 in the Weinberg-Salam model, more than 
that expected for ~o -+ ~+ e - v. 

* We transform to the rest frame of the decaying particle, which has polarization E , and decays 
to two photons (ki, Ei). We satisfy gauge invariance by setting kr E;'= O. Then Bose statistics 
demands that any possible amplitude constructed be zero (it must also be linear in Ei> E in cor
resp ondence with the annihilation and creation operators) . 
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Fig. 8. Graph of dr(~O --> Avv)/dE A in the Weinberg-Salam model. 

Experimentally, the process 

r 1T+1T-

1T- P --+ ~oK~ 

L Avv 

L P1T- , 
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(7.5) 

could be searched for. ~o --+ P1T- (B ~ 2 X 10- 8 ) and ~ --+ A-y could be important 
backgrounds. Thus the P1T- (A) and 11'+ 11'- (Ko) invariant masses would have to be 
determined to check that the decaying particle was a ~o . 

Since the ~A relative parity is even, the photon in ~ --+ A-y must be M'l, if the 
process is purely electromagnetic. However, various Z and W tadpole diagrams serve 
to admix a small EI component into this, which could well be ~1O-4. Better theo
retical knowledge of the ~ --+ A electromagnetic form factor might allow a measure
ment of such an effect by observing pair production from the photon [38]. 

8. Conclusions 

We summarize our conclusions in table I, from which we have omitted the most 
hopeless decays . 

I am very grateful to Dr D. Sivers for many useful discussions and for reading the 
manuscript, and to Drs. G.Y. Dass, P. Herczeg, R.L. Kingsley , C.H. Llewellyn Smith, 
RJ.N. Phillips , A.1. Sanda and Professor L. Wolfenstein for useful comments. 



Table 1 
..... 

Decay Method of NWI detection Quantity Expected magnitude 
tv 
00 

(and experiment where measured 
Weinberg- Other 

applicable) 
Salam 

V, A P, S T 

r::'vv 
K+ + 0 ->1T1T 

0 
B 0 0 3 X 10-8 0 Possible 1T -> VI' 

+ -e e -> 'YX 
4vv ~ 

71-+ VV B 0 0 10-10 0 Difficult ~ 
S; 
<l 

0 + B(1TO -> e + e-) ~ 6.2 X 10-8 t:,Jj '" _ 10- 10 ~_10-1O 5 X 10- 8 0 Possible, but NWI 
;:! 

1T ->e e ....... 
(2nd order e-m) Only P; S vio- can always be con- ~ 

lates CP fused with errors in !:: 

electromagnetic [ 
+ - B('1-> e+e-) ~ 4.4 X 10-9 t:,Jj 0 _10-10 4 X 10-9 0 contribution ~ '1 -> e e 

'" (2nd order e-m) Only P; S vio- calculation '" ..,. 
lates CP S· 

~ 

'" + - B('1 -> J./ Il - ) ~ 1.2 X 10-5 _ 10- 8 <l 
t:,Jj 0 0 " '1 -> Il Il 

S" (2nd order e-m) ;:, 

'" 
(all· PIl> '" 0 = CP violation (all·PIl> 0 0 ~ l% 0 Perhaps possible 
measure Il decay e distribu-
tion 

0 
B(1TO -> 'Y'Y'Y) '" 0 = C B 10-16 10- 16 in 10- 8 ~ 1O-8 Possible 1T -> 'Y'Y'Y 
violation Yang-Mill's 

theories 

+ -
(aQ· PQ> '" 0 = P violation (aQ ·PQ> ~ 1O-3 ~ 1O- 3 ~ 1O- 3 ~ 1O- 3 Possible '1-> 'Yil Il 

.~" r : .. : 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Decay Method of NWI detection Quantity Expected magnitude 
(and experiment where measured 
applicable) Weinberg- Other 

Salam V.A P, S T 

0 
1T -+ -yVV 

K+ + 0 
-+"" B 3 X 10-13 10- 12 10-13 10- 11 Difficult 

l')'iv 
No S 

0+- B(T/ -+ ,,0 e + e -) - 10-8 M3 5 X 10- 10 _ 10-9 _ 10- 10 _ 10- 9 Perhaps possible T/-+"ee ~ 
(2nd order e-m) Modifica-

~ tions to tail of dr/dE" s: 
~ 

o + - B(T/ -+ ,,0 J.1. + J.1. -) - 10-5 M3 _ 10-8 _ 10-8 _ 10-9 _ 10- 8 Difficult 
;:;: 

T/-+"J.1.J.1. ---(2nd order e-m) Modifica- ~ 
tions to tail of dr/dE" :::: 

::; 

_ 10-3 
!':.. 

<UJ.1.·PJ.1.) '* 0 =P, C <uJ.1.,p~) _ 10-3 _10- 3 _ 10-4 Possible ~ 
~ violation ( uJ.1. , p + X P _) ;.;-

J.1. J.1. S· '* 0 = T, C violation 
~ 

<P,,'p + X P _) ~ J.1. J.1. ..., 
'* 0 = P, T violation S· 

_ 10- 12 
::: 

0- + B ?O _ 10- 11 _ 10-9 Perhaps possible "" 11 -+ 1T vv " n -+ PT/ 
~ 0-

" vv 

o +--1T-+eevv B 10-20 10-20 

+ -- B _ 10- 16 _10- 16 Impossible T/-+e e vv 

+ --
B _ 10-16 10-16 10- 22 10-14 T/-+J.1. J.1. VV 

..... 
IV 
\D 



Table I (continued) 

Decay Method of NWl detection Quantity 
(and experiment where measured 
applicable) 

0 'Y circular polarization 'Y circular 7T -> 'Y'Y 
= CP violation polarization 

o + - + -1)-+7T7T7T 7T 7T energy asymmetry A 
= C violation 

ljJ -+ vv ljJ' -+ ljJ7T7T B 

L-w 
ljJ -+ 'Y'Y B 

~ -+ Ae+e- PA 

~ -+ Avv 7T-p-+~OKO B 

L Avv 

~ -+ A'Y El not Ml 'Y 

t: 

Expected magnitude 

Weinberg- Other 
Salam V,A P,S T 

0 _ 10-3 0 

?_1O-5 _ 10-5 

10-5 10-5 

0 

10-5_10- 3 ?-+ 10-2 ? 

> 10-11 ? 10-10 

_ 10-4 

, 
...s" 

Possible 

Possible 

Possible 

Impossible 

Possible 

Perhaps possible 

Perhaps possible: 
signal for charged as 
well as NWI 

~' 

.-
w 
0 

~ 

~ 
S; 
i:l 
;:; 

---~ 
::: 

~ 
~ 
'" '" ;.;.. 

~. 

'" i:l 
" 8' ;:, 
'" 
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Appendix 

Calculation of the electromagnetic contribution to P -+ Q+Q -

A.i. The absorptive part (Y) 

This may be obtained from the unitarity relation of fig. 9 [39]. We assume n == 
"("(. For P = 1To, this is completely justified, but for P = 1], n == 1T1T"( may need to be 
considered (it has been calculated [4] as ~2 X 10- 2 Yen == "("()). It may be even 
more significant in 1]' and 1]~ decays. For n == "("(, we obtain 

_ (M + ./M2 _ 4m2)/( 4m2) 1/2 Y-Iog I --
2m M2 

Numerically, this becomes 

meson 

1] 
1]'(958) 
1]~(3450) 

leptons 

e 

5.6 
7.0 
7.6 
8.9 

J1 

1.7 
2.3 
3.5 

(A.I) 

(A.2) 

We note that a large direct (weak) decay rate would contribute to the nominally pure 
electromagnetic Y, but we do not expect this to be significant. 

A.2. The dispersive part (X) 

The simplest assumption possible in this calculation is that P is pOintlike. This is 
not satisfactory, however, since IJ ~ fdk/k for large k. We must thus find some way 
to cut off this integration; we give structure to the meson. Measurements of the pion

form factor [41] indicate that it conforms well to vector-meson dominance predic
tions. Although this has no direct physical connection with the process under discus
sion, it suggests that vector-meson dominance should be used there. 

lm~ 

Fig. 9. The unitarity relation for the imaginary part of the amplitude for P -> Q+Q- . 
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Fig. 10. Diagram for the process e + e - .... e + e - P, which allows the 'Y'Y form factor of P to be 
probed. 

A number of estimates have been made for X. We give some for nO ~ e+ e-: 

Author(s) Cut-off factor Xformv=mp 

1. Orell [42] 8(ki + A2) 7.11 

m2 
2. Berman and Geffen [43] 

v 
3.21 

(m~ + ki + kD 

m4 
3. Quigg and Jackson 1 [14] 

v 
3.33 

(m~ + ki)(m~ + k~) 

m2 

4. Quigg and Jackson 2 [14] 
v 

3.14 
(m~ + ki) (A.3) 

We have used model 3, in which one photon is saturated with p, the other with w. 
Model 4 saturates only one photon with a meson. Modell takes P to be a uniform 
sphere of charge in momentum space; it is not at all clear that its radius AM should 
be my. Other models for X include taking nO as a virtual NN state [40] (obtaining 
X = 7.9), and a very general one [44] whose results vary by an order of magnitude 
around those of model 3. 

The cut-off factor in X can, in principle, be deduced from measurements on 
e+e- ~ Pe+e- [45], which proceeds by the diagram of fig. 10. a(e+e- ~ Pe+e-) ~ 
log3E, overtaking a(e+e- 22. e+e-) for E~ 1.5 GeV. However, e+e- ~ Pe+e- is 
difficult experimentally, because the final state particles come out with small PT. 
Nevertheless, A (rvrv ~ P) should be known from experiment within a few years, 
allowing as accurate value for X to be obtained. 
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